This Week in *Science*

**Editorial**

645 The Underside of Overhead

**Letters**

661 Health Care Rationing: P. R. Wolfe; W. Higgins; W. G. Guntheroth; R. Crawshaw; H. Aaron and W. B. Schwartz • Competition Exclusion Principle: J. Moore

**News & Comment**

672 Struggling to Do Science for Society
674 Learning to Drink from a Fire Hose
676 Dingell: AIDS Researcher in Conflict
677 U.S. Math Still in Poor Health
678 Billion-Dollar Orphans: Prescription for Trouble
680 *Briefings:* Population Is Environmental • Einstein Collection Available • Faculty Salaries Flat • Alaska OK’s Oil Cleanup Chemical • Physics Panel Sets Priorities for 1990s • Rat Fluoride Study “Equivocal” • NIH: New Rumor List • View of a “Clumpy” Universe • Superconductivity: Japan Versus U.S.

**Research News**

682 Mycoplasmas in the AIDS Spotlight
684 Sunspot-Weather Link Is Down But Not Out
685 “Superantigens” May Shed Light on Immune Puzzle

**Articles**

697 Numerical Transforms: R. N. Bracewell
705 The Staphylococcal Enterotoxins and Their Relatives: P. Marrack and J. Kappler

**Research Article**

The hypothesis that endangered green turtles (Chelonia mydas) return to their natal beach to nest is supported by restriction fragment analysis of mitochondrial DNA. Thirty or more years may elapse before these high-seas travelers make their first return migration. Reproductive colonies are likely to be demographically independent and consequently must be managed on a colony-specific basis. See page 724. [Photograph by Anne B. Meylan]